GS3 AUTOTRAC PRICES

SF1 WITH GS 3 2630  PRICE
AUTOTRAC ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
GS3 DISPLAY  $5,895.00
SF1 SF6000 RECEIVER  $3,895.00
TOTAL  $13,290.00

SF3 HAS 1.2” ACCURACY

GS3 2630 SF3 KIT  PRICE
AUTOTRAC ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
GS3 DISPLAY  $5,895.00
SF3 SF6000 RECEIVER  $7,895.00
TOTAL  $17,290.00

RTK HAS SUB INCH ACCURACY

GS 3 2630 RTK KIT  PRICE
AUTOTRAC ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
GS3 DISPLAY  $5,895.00
SF3 SF6000 RECEIVER  $7,895.00
RTK ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
RTK RADIO BUNDLE  $1,795.00
TOTAL  $22,585.00

USED AUTOTRAC PRICES

SF1 WITH GS2 2600  PRICE
AUTOTRAC ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
USED GS2 DISPLAY  $1,500.00
USED SF1 SF3000 RECEIVER  $2,500.00
TOTAL  $7,500.00

*RTK Subscription is Required see an AMS Specialist for Details
*For RTK Other Hardware is Required see an AMS Specialist for Details
Have A Farm Plan Account??? Check Out Their Special Financing Options for AMS Equipment

Gen IV Display Prices

Wilding Display Prices
Gen IV 4600 Activations
AutoTrac Activation  $1,000.00
Premium Activation (AT, Swath, Doc)  $3,000.00

Gen IV 4640 Prices
4640 Universal Display  $3,995.00
1 Yr AutoTrac Subscription  $850.00
1 Yr Precision Ag Core Subscription (AT, Swath, Doc)  $1,700.00
5 Yr AutoTrac Subscription  $4,000.00
5 Yr Precision Ag Core Subscription (AT, Swath, Doc)  $8,000.00

Other Items and Upgrades to GS2 and GS3 Equipment

GS2 Upgrades  PRICE
SWATH CONTROL PRO  $3,000.00
AUTOTRAC ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
ROWSENSE ACTIVATION  $3,000.00
RTK ACTIVATION  $3,500.00

GS3 Upgrades  PRICE
Machine Sync Activation  $1,500.00
SWATH PRO ACTIVATION  $3,000.00
AUTOTRAC ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
AUTOTRAC ROWSENSE  $3,000.00
RTK ACTIVATION  $3,500.00
SURFACE WATER PRO  $2,995.00
SURFACE WATER PRO+  $3,245.00
ITEC PRO ACTIVATION  $2,500.00
GS2 TO GS3 ACTIVATION  $350.00

Misc  PRICE
RATE CONTROLLER 2000  $2,350.00
ATU 200  $1,395.00
SF1 TO SF2 RECEIVER UPG  $4,000.00
RTK RADIO BUNDLE  $1,795.00
ROWSENSE FEELERS  $1,023.00

*Row Sense Prices Figured On 70 or S-Series Combine Use With 600C Series John Deere Corn Heads.*

*Prices are subject to change without written or verbal notice. Sloan Implement Co. reserves the right to limit sales of these products to customers within Sloans AOR. Price Packages are for the
components listed above only and other hardware and mounts may be needed to adapt to different pieces of equipment. Please call an AMS specialist for more details. SF2, SF3, & RTK users will have
other subscription and hardware costs, see an AMS specialist for details. Installation, transaction fee’s, harnesses, and subscription fees are not included in prices above.*